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blizzard prepatch v2.70 compiled on jul 7 2003this program patches warcraft 3log created at 6:48 pm on 07/17/2010registry error loading key 'warcraft
iiiinstallpath'the system cannot find the file specified.result: prepatch failit shows error when i patch this patch now i cannot get into 1.24e patch games i

started playing this game some time ago, i can't seem to remember when exactly, but when i did make the switch from warcraft 1 to this game, i got
stuck with the big lag (5-15 seconds), and it was quite annoying. i played this game in single player campaign for a while, then in multiplayer for a while,

but now that both queues are full, i'm looking for a good fix to the problem, here is what i have tried so far: i have heard people talk about this before, but
when i tried playing on different computers, with different hardware and operating systems, and i was never able to get a consistent lag of 5-15 seconds.

the lag was there when playing on lan, with a bad connection, with a good connection, etc. a friend of mine who had the same issue got a different fix with
a different mod, maybe this mod will work for you as well: http://www.wowarmory.com/mods/164976/download?op=0 this one actually works for me, but if

you are having any problems at all, this is not likely to help you. if you have the time to kill, go through all the fast travel locations, and load them in to
make sure that there are no misplaced resources or mobs. if you have a problem in multiplayer, this won't work at all, as i can't believe it was

implemented like this. it would be a joke.
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setup151e software download i just downloaded warcraft 3 a couple of days ago. i already installed all the necessary patches. my main problem is that the
game always quits after only a couple of seconds after startup. it usually happens when i try to join a game, or when i go to the map selection screen. i

think that my firewall is not blocking the port, but there is something preventing the server from starting up. it could be a problem with my modem or with
my network settings. if anyone has any ideas that would be very helpful. thank you. i'm in game. two people are connected. i clicked play and the map

loads but after a few seconds warcraft crashes. i can only see the error in the task manager. i've uninstalled the game and reinstalled it twice. i can play
normally when i host a single player game. it only crashes when i join a server or go to the map selection screen. i tried changing the ports in the settings
and then the error message that was displayed when i tried to join the server said:"caused by: unable to connect to server"my other problem is that my
downloads folder has 2 warcraft 3 files and they both have the same extension but when i click on the.exe file it says that the file is too big and it wont

open. any ideas? 5ec8ef588b
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